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C O M M U N I T Y

U P D A T E

This community newsletter provides updates and information
on the Kutcho Copper Project, near Dease Lake, BC.

The Kutcho Copper Project is
a proposed copper-zinc-gold-silver mine
owned by Kutcho Copper Corp. (KCC)

● The Project is located approximately 100 km
east of Dease Lake in northern British Columbia.
● The proposed mine could operate for 11 years,
then be reclaimed and closed.
● The site is currently accessible by a 900 m long

Included in this edition
Environmental Assessment update
Fuel lift update

gravel airstrip and a 120 km long seasonal track
from Dease Lake, suitable for specialized

Water sampling update

vehicles only. If the Project is approved, the
seasonal road will be upgraded to a year-round

Wildlife survey update

connection to Dease Lake suitable for
conventional vehicles.
● Concentrate will be trucked from the mine to
the port of Stewart, then shipped to smelters
overseas.

A revised mine design
With input from the Kaska Dena and
Tahltan Nations, Kutcho Copper delivered
a Feasibility Study in December 2021
with a reconfigured mine design.
The reconfigured mine design shrinks the

Revisions to the mine design
Completed & upcoming
field studies
An Indigenous Nations update

Updates to mine
and infrastructure
plans will be
shared in future
Community
Newsletters

overall footprint and returns most mine waste
back into the open pit and underground at the

Port of
Stewart

end of mine life.

See Page 6 for more

Dease
Lake

Sign-up for updates
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Environmental Assessment update
● In December of 2018, the Kutcho Copper Project entered the BC
provincial Environmental Assessment process. The Project is now
being assessed under the British Columbia Environmental

There are 4 Steps within the
Process Planning Phase
1.

Determine Roles

2.

● Currently, the Project is entering the Process Planning Phase.
Within the Process Planning Phase, the Province and Indigenous

Determine Assessment
Methods

3.

Nations identify Indigenous Knowledge requirements for the
application and there is the opportunity for Indigenous Nations to

Determine Information
Requirements

4.

Identify Information Sources

Assessment Act 2018 (BCEAA).

opt into an Indigenous-Led Assessment process.

Previous Environmental Assessment Process
(2002)
Pre Application

Project
determined
reviewable

Scope &
processes
determined

Application Review

Focus
determined
(A IR - A pplication
Inform ation
Requirem ents)

Application
prepared by
proponent

Application
evaluated by
EAO

• Application Reviewed
• EOA Assessment Report
• Referral to Ministers

Post Certification

Decision to
certify by
Ministers

Compliance
monitored &
enforced

Previous position

Transition to
BCEAA process

NEW

Environmental Assessment Process
BCEAA (2018) – BC Environmental Assessment Act
Currently entering…
PreApplication
Phase

Early
Engagement
Phase

EA Readiness
Decision

Process
Planning
Phase

Application
Development
& Review

Effects
Assessment

Current progress

How Indigenous Nations are being
involved in the Process Planning Phase?
●

Exploration phase agreements have been signed.

●

Technical approaches are being discussed.

●

Long term benefit agreements being discussed.

Recommendation
& Decision

PostCertificate
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Fuel lift update
● In late February 2022, Kutcho Copper arranged a fuel lift

● This past winter has also been an above average

with Tsayta Aviation to create a fuel store at the site. The
fuel was intended to support a winter wildlife survey

snow year with large snow accumulations at the
site, as can be seen in the photograph where the

done by TEEM (Tahltan ERM Environmental
Management), supported by a Kaska Wildlife Guardian.

main building shows snow to the roofline. All the
snow and a heavy fuel-laden aircraft are the perfect

● Moving fuel in the middle of winter provided the
opportunity for breathtaking views of the landscape

reason for a pilot to carry a snow shovel and an
assistant. One of the skis on the plane sank into the

and some opportunity for snow mischief.
● Tsayta Aviation made three deliveries to the site using

snow and required nearly six hours of snow
shovelling to reorient the aircraft and fly back to

the Texas Turbine Otter fitted with skis. An ideal aircraft
for the job, with a useful load of 1723 kg and giant skis to

Dease Lake. Tsayta Aviation’s professionalism and
persistence allowed for the successful fuel delivery

land and take off from the snow-covered airstrip.

that supported the completion of the wildlife survey.

Still to come…

Wildlife Surveys

Water Sampling

Revised Mine Design

Page 4

Page 5

Page 6
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Wildlife surveys
● Between February 26th and March 9th, 2022,
TEEM Biologists (Lis Rach, Sean Sharpe and
Nicci Zargarpour), collaborated with Lisa
Horsey (Kaska Indigenous Guardian), and
Brianna Tashoots and Shelby Mason (Tahltan
Guardians) to complete winter moose and
ungulate surveys within the eastern Kutcho
Copper Ungulate Study Area.
● During the February aerial surveys, the field
team was support by Yellowhead pilot (Brent)
and the weather cooperated with sunny and
cold conditions, and temperature ranging
from -2 to -16 degrees Celsius.
● Throughout the March 2nd-8th flights,
Yellowhead pilot (Cam) supported the wildlife
survey team. Weather conditions varied, some
days were cloudy with snow flurries and
others were mainly sunny with clear skies and
light winds. Temperatures ranged from -11
degrees Celsius, then dropped to -24 before
warming to -5. During poor lighting
conditions or low cloud ceiling, the team
focused on conducting lower elevation moose
surveys. Leaving the ungulate survey
opportunities for better weather windows.

Throughout the moose and mountain ungulate surveys,
the TEEM and Guardian team observed:

47 moose

4 adult female, 28 adult male, 1
unsexed adult, and 7 observations
of an adult female with a calf

121 caribou

51 adult female, 22 adult male,
and 48 yearlings

41 mountain
goats

1 adult male, 37 unsexed adults,
and 3 yearlings

23 Stone’s
sheep

1 adult male, 37 unsexed adults,
and 3 yearlings

● Snow depths of 1-2 m and greater were common
throughout the moose survey areas, limiting most
concentrations of moose to small, isolated groups. Most
mountain goats were observed to be using relatively
snow-free escape terrain in exposed windward areas of
blocky steep slopes.
● Aside from moose and mountain ungulates, incidental
observations of seven other species were recorded: hare,
lynx, marten, otter, willow ptarmigan, wolf, and wolverine.
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Water sampling
● Roald Amundsen said that “Adventure is just bad planning”. Crystal Beaudry and Ken Nordin of Stream Pro
Resources managed to have no adventures on last month’s enjoyable late winter/early spring stream sampling
in spite of some tough conditions.
● This time of year recording snow depth and snow
water equivalent (SWE) as well as stream discharge
in project area streams is combined with surface
water quality to provide a snapshot of low-flow
conditions and a hint of what might come at freshet.
● Snow depth and SWE were measured at the two
snow courses and at the weather station on March 1
2022; maximum depth was 1.5 m with SWE
averaging 367 mm at the upper Andrea Creek snow
course. By comparison, these values are similar to
those observed in 2021 around the same time of
year. Does this mean we’ll experience the same
dramatic and prolonged high water? Will there be a
compressed hydrograph with very high flows over a
short burst? It will all depend on the weather; a slow
melt with nighttime temperatures below zero would
help to dampen flows with infiltration and
evaporation/sublimation, while a cool period
followed by rapid heating would quickly generate
high flows. Add rain-on-snow to the mix and things
can get really interesting.

● Stream discharge can be tricky
to measure when the stream is
covered in ice. Stream Pro used
the salt dilution method, in
which a certain amount of salt is
injected into the stream. The salt
acts as a tracer, and the
concentration of dissolved salt is
measured downstream of the
area that had been covered in
ice. This method was recently
approved
Inventory

by the Resource
Council of British

Columbia (RISC), and is a useful
tool for measuring water flows in
tricky situations
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About the Kutcho Copper Project mine design
After submitting the Project Description, prepared by Kutcho Copper with input from the Kaska Dena and Tahltan
Nations in late 2019, Kutcho Copper delivered a Feasibility Study in December 2021 with a reconfigured mine design.
The original (Pre-feasibility Study) mine design had a small starter open pit, but was predominantly an underground
mine. The revised mine design is for a larger open pit mine and a smaller underground mine. The mine design
incorporates two temporary rock stockpiles that will mostly be placed back underground and into the open pit when
mining stops. In addition, the Tailings Management Facility (TMF) has been moved upslope to keep it clear of all fishbearing streams.
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Kutcho Copper is conducting further studies this year to
optimize the design. These design optimizations will
include putting a liner beneath the low-grade ore and
PAG stockpiles to assist with water collection, developing
a strong cover for the TMF post-closure to protect it from
water infiltration and freezing, and optimizing the mine
site water collection and treatment system. In addition,
Kutcho Copper is constantly seeking new technologies
and ways to improve the performance of the proposed
mine.
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Field studies
Field study advancements

Ongoing field studies

● Climate, meteorology and noise (2018)

● Habitat suitability

● Aquatic resources (2018)
● Fish and fish habitat (2018)

● Rare plants
● Aquatic biology

● Wildlife characterization (2018)
● Terrestrial ecosystems (2018)

● Fish and fish habitat
● Paired berry/soil sampling

(includes rare plants and wetlands) (2018)
● Visual quality (2018)

for human health assessment
● Ground water and surface water samples

● Human health (2018)
● NEW: Wildlife survey – ungulate (2021/2022)

(water quality)
● Groundwater and surface water flow

● NEW: Water sampling survey (2021/2022)
● NEW: Ground water and surface water samples

measurements (water quantity)
● Meteorological (weather) data collection

(water quality) (2021/2022)

● Geotechnical drilling and test pits to better
understand the quality of the soil and bedrock
underneath the location of the proposed mine
and tailings management facility

An Indigenous Nations update

About Kutcho Copper

● New long-term exploration agreements are in place with

Kutcho Copper Corp. (TSXV: KC, OTCQX: KCCFF) is

the Kaska Dena and Tahltan Nations.
● Kutcho Copper aims to reach long-term relationship

a publicly-traded Canadian resource development
company focused on expanding and developing

agreements with these Nations regarding economic
participation.
● Kutcho Copper has begun sending copies of its permit
applications to Kaska Dena and Tahltan Nations for
review and comment before submitting them to
regulators. KCC hopes to continue this approach,
acknowledging the important feedback these Nations
have regarding Kutcho Copper’s plans and work.
● Indigenous consultation and engagement related to the
environmental assessment process is planned for 2022.

the Kutcho Copper Project.
Its head office is in Vancouver, BC.
Kutcho Copper is committed to social responsibility
and the highest environmental standards.
For information about Kutcho Copper and its
approach to social responsibility and the
environment, please visit
www.kutcho.ca/community

Let’s stay in touch

